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ABOUT ME

As a seasoned 36 years old software developer with almost a decade of experience, I have gained
extensive exposure to various programming languages and technologies, including PHP, JavaScript
and Git.
Throughout my career, I have consistently demonstrated a passion for coding, a strong work ethic, and
an unwavering commitment to producing high-quality deliverables that meet or exceed client
expectations. My track record of success and my ability to adapt to new challenges make me an ideal
candidate for any software development role.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Millgate Ltd April 2020 – Current
NetSuite Software Developer
▪ Created integration between NetSuite and RMM that saves the Company over £10000 a month

using Python and JavaScript,
▪ Integrated NetSuite with third-party APIs, including Companies House and aBILLity,
▪ Integrated WooCommerce with NetSuite to streamline e-commerce operations,
▪ Worked within a Scrum approach, regularly attending Stand-ups and utilizing ClickUp to update

tasks and accurately track time spent on given tasks,
▪ Created/worked using Client Scripts. User Events, Map/Reduce Scripts, Suitelets, RESTlets and

Workflows,
▪ Utilized a range of technologies such as JavaScript, Git, CSS, Python and PHP to deliver successful

project outcomes.

Evolution Funding May 2018 – April 2020
PHP Software Developer
▪ Performed internal software maintenance tasks for the UK's largest motor finance broker,
▪ Collaborated with Business Analysts and Product Managers to develop new features and

improvements for existing products
▪ Created and maintained integrations between internal subsystems,
▪ Integrated internal systems with SendGrid to streamline email communication.
▪ Utilized technologies such as PHP, MySQL, JS, Git, and CSS to achieve project objectives.

LucaThemes 2014 – 2018
Freelance Web Developer
▪ Created, modified and maintained websites for various niches,
▪ Developed custom WordPress, Blogger and Shopify themes to improve user experience,
▪ Used technologies such as PHP, JS, CSS, and HTML to deliver dynamic and engaging web solutions.


